GLOBALEX management committee report, August 2018
On 20 August 2018, the six members of the Globalex management committee—Edward Finegan
(DSNA), Ilan Kernerman (Asialex), Simon Krek (Elexis), Julia Miller (Australex), Dion Nkomo (Afrilex),
Lars Trap Jensen (Euralex)—met via Skype.
Preparatory Committee. Ed, Ilan, Simon, Julia, and Lars, as well as Iztok Kosem (eLex) and Danie
Prinsloo (Afrilex), had met earlier (16:00-16:23) to dissolve the preparatory committee, thank
everyone, and bid farewell to Iztok and Danie. The Globalex Guidelines drafted by the
preparatory committee have been adopted and signed by all five continental associations.
Welcome. Ed, Ilan, Julia, and Lars have been appointed to continue representing their respective
continental associations on the management committee. Dion replaces Danie as the Afrilex
representative. Simon was invited to join the management committee as representative of Elexis
and joined the discussion at 16:30 CEST.
Vision. Afrilex has submitted its vision for Globalex, in summary:
Questions: What is the way forward? Were the initial goals that were set out achieved? Are we
where we want to be? Did we bring added value? Did we manage to link the lexes by sharing
information, presentations; manage to establish a dynamic website as a hub of information;
succeed in facilitating collaboration and knowledge sharing, promote research, development,
exchange, dissemination, and usage of resources and solutions; enhance interoperability?
Aim: Develop website as hub and popular point of departure for retrieval of information,
guidance to resources, knowledge sharing, links to publications and presentations, etc.
Aspiration: Alert members through mailing lists to fresh new developments on Globalex website,
interesting information; each lex rep should supply information.
All other members are requested to present their Globalex vision.
Continental Associations. Euralex included an overview and update on Globalex by Ilan in its
conference closing session in July; a video recording will be available on Globalex website.
DSNA’s Fall Newsletter will include update on Globalex by Ed.
Asialex to hold 2019 conference at Istanbul University, Turkey.
Afrilex to hold 2019 conference in Namibia.
Australex plans to hold 2019 conference in Canberra and to build membership and awareness.
Globalex could help strengthen the continental associations by doing things the associations may
not be able to do, such as offering materials, website, etc.
Work Procedures. The management committee will meet monthly (minimum requirement in the
Guidelines is once a quarter) usually for one hour. Each representative is responsible for
reporting on Globalex to his/her continental association regularly. Updates will be posted on the
Globalex website from time to time as appropriate. Attempt to define the goals we want to
achieve, with a timeline, by next meeting.
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Management Committee Constitution. Ilan was appointed chair with Julia as vice-chair.
Website. Simon has built the Globalex website. Two other websites (of workshops at LREC 2016
and 2018) are connected to it (the latter lost its connection recently when the hosting changed).
New website manager needed. Costs for the maintenance work and adding materials to the
repository will be covered by Elexis funds. Ilan will contact candidate from Elexis.
The website contains information on each continental association (an Elexis profile will be
added), news about current events, the Globalex Guidelines, and a repository for publications,
proceedings and presentations, etc.
New Members. We will consider what could be achieved by having representation by other
groups – regional, local, and special topic, recognizing the possible complications of having a
large management committee. It was decided to wait until the practical goals are defined.
Events. Ilan has been invited to organize a seminar for DSNA 2019 and suggested it be a Globalex
one. This might be combined with another proposal to co-organize a DSNA workshop on new
words and internet lexicography. It could include distant participation online. The papers could
be circulated first, with the meeting held as a discussion of the papers. Another idea is to have a
two-part workshop on bilingual dictionaries with a European/Asian language pair, part 1 next
year at Asialex and part 2 at Euralex the following year. This could be expanded to other
conferences that will take place next year to the wider topic of bilingual lexicography with
language pairs from different families or continents. Alternatively (or in addition), Globalex could
add to any conference by providing an extra meeting to attract people to attend, e.g. by having
three 30-minute talks at a workshop that is integral to the larger meeting (not necessarily as
pre/post-conference). This would also be a way to form symbolic ties between conferences.
We will continue to discuss this via email.
Next Meeting of the Management Committee. Thursday, 27 September 2018.
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